
Internet Search Image Targets 1C Target tasked by internet image search - IN1C2
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Target no target number 
Today April 15-16, 2019
Start 12:11 midnight

Internet Search Image C1 Target 2
Today April 15-16 2019
12:11 midnight

One random search word unknown to me. 

Red warm lumpy like a human head at a bit of elevation not on the floor. Brown and red colors. It 
opens its mouth and is missing teeth. 

Probing the neck if it is a human head, it feels hot to the touch there. There is a sleigh of blue color 
with black skis of the sleigh, the human is sitting there in a squatting position and is holding its 
hands on a steering device. 

Probing blue sleigh brings me back up to the head element again for emphasis there (the target tells 
me where to look, not surprisingly, to look at main initial element). 

I touch the head element, it has movement or motion response to being touched. This is a harmless 
target and element we feel safe here. I find a blue neck tie on the head under the head it wears a 
blue tie, this is similar to the blue sleigh element, so we have a blue element but are uncertain of 
what it is. 

Probe blue element as neck tie: Emphasis (attention) brought up to the head. Strange things are on 
the face of the head I cannot quite see. I don't think it's a real human head. This target is hard to 
probe. 

12:22 midnight End session. 

Word is: cash

Hahaha! Did I draw Benjamin Franklin! Hahaha! I had to think about it a little first but then I realize 
to draw a human head is perfectly fine for this target, even though it is covered by the yellow and 
white paper band, we know it's there. Haha! My drawing even looks a bit like Benjamin Franklin, 
and we know they had bad teeth back then oh god this is priceless! 

There is no blue color on the target image. There is no sleigh or neck tie, though to be fair I was 
unable to identify what kind of thing the blue element was and it was a suspected dislocation even 
though I did not get that far in confirming a dislocation here, roughly same elongated but somewhat 
wide shape but at different angles, same blue color, and roughly same position below the head. Do 
you want to know what is scary? I saw the lines on the forehead and the parts of the face in the RV 
but did not know how to draw it and so, but now in feedback I recognize that it was pretty good for 



this portrait. 

When probing other elements, the target kept returning me back to the head element. The target 
did not give me impressions of the shape of the money bills or the yellow bands on the paper clip. 
This session would get an A for correlation because of the beautiful portrait I did and in spite of not 
having the elements we might expect from this image, but because of the inclusion of the blue 
sleigh and blue neck tie element I bring down to grade B, which is also good. 

I look at the target image more and I cannot figure out the sleigh or black skis of the sleigh or the 
neck tie. Maybe the dark upper and lower borders on the frontmost paper bill form the black skis, 
hm maybe actually. The grade is anyway a B. 

Image source https://eu.usatoday.com/story/money/markets/2018/06/28/interest-rates-rising-
keep-more-money-in-cash/36063441/
Image link https://www.gannett-cdn.com/-mm-/108a7773ffd8cc9dbbe5d7b20ff6d042c562e9d2/c=
0-72-580-507/local/-/media/2018/06/27/USATODAY/usatsports/cash-stack-of-100-bills_large.jpg?
width=534&height=401&fit=crop

12:33 midnight End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Human head, brown and red colors. 
SI. When touched, reveals movement or motion response. 

IE. Missing teeth in mouth of human head. 

IE or SE. Blue sleigh with human squatting in it to drive it, black skis under it. 

SE. Blue neck tie under the head. 


